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ABOUT US

At Eame Hill International we are passionate about providing bespoke protection
consultancy & asset management services to a broad range of clients worldwide.

We offer more than the usual stand alone specialist security services. The way we differ
from other companies is by offering several dedicated areas of protection expertise that
seamlessly merge with each other, which can be tailored to our clients needs as they
change and develop.

Our main services can help you to get that all important peace of mind. From state of
the art technology used to secure high-value items, to all aspects of discreet personal
protection, we can offer you a tailor-made package incorporating every element required.



If you’re looking for a secure and convenient way to store multiple assets, Eame Hill International can help.
Our new, innovative storage solutions have been created to provide you with all the detailing and facilitation
services you need for your high-value assets.

ASSET MANAGEMENT



Our discreet, climate controlled 7.5 acre site in
south-west Gloucestershire can accommodate
high-value assets of all shapes and sizes. We
can store your motorbikes, cars and boats and
detail them whilst in our care.

We welcome fleet managers, estate managers
and individual collectors alike to entrust their
vehicles to us.



Once we have taken receipt of your vehicle we will photograph it for future reference,
tag the keys and give it a unique reference number to be used in all correspondence
for that particular item. They will then be cleaned inside and out: interiors are washed,
vacuumed and then protected. Exteriors are also carefully washed and left to fully air
dry for 24 hours before they enter the storage section.

We also inflate tyres to help prevent 'flat spotting’ whilst stationary for long periods,
ensure brakes are free from rust and to check any potential fluid loss we insert a drip
tray beneath that enables us to capture & see any losses.

Next the battery is connected to a conditioner for the duration of its stay, which is
inspected every 7 days, and finally a soft indoor, breathable cover is placed over the
vehicle in order to keep it dust and fibre free.



Once the process is complete we will email you with
an update and all relevant photographs.

The 630 square meter storage area is monitored
with CCTV 24/7 all year round with a relative
humidity level kept consistently at 55%. Every 60
days all the fluid levels and tyre pressures are
checked and engines started & turned over. Any
defects are noted and reported back to you, along
with suggested remedies.
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As you would expect from a firm with a highly trained and experienced team, we work in discreet international circles.
Offering personal security services to corporate and UHNW individuals is what we do, consistently, and effectively.
With the need to constantly assess and re-assess people and places, we are adept at dynamic risk assessment.

RISK MANAGEMENT



Working internationallywe have the flexibility to
provide close protection for any duration from a single
personal protection operator to a full team to include
drivers and medics if necessary.

Our risk management services can be added to any
of the other security services we also offer.

We would be happy to discuss any of your risk
queries confidentially, either online, over the phone or
in person.



Whether your security requirements are in the UK or abroad, our teamcan provide a solution for your event or location security needs.

Our teamare happy to put together a ‘pic &mix’ package to incorporate every element you require.We will begin by assessing your
needs andwill work with you to package risk assessment, staff and location needs, and anymedical support required.

We have people who can manage and run an event from meet & greet staff, event control roomand medical personnel, pit trained
& response teams aswell as perimeter and access security experts.

SECURITY SERVICES



We can provide an entire team(s) or extra security and
medical operators to supplement your existing or
permanent teams. We review staffing levels on long-term
contracts and deployments, and can amend staff
numbers accordingly, workingwith you to balance your
needs and budget.

All our staff are vetted to BS7858 standards and met
in person before becoming fully fledged members
of the team so we are confident we can match
an operator’s skills and experience, along with
personality and soft skills to ensure the best fit for you.
They are smart, punctual, trustworthy and dedicated
so you can rest assured of a great service.

Some examples of our recent solutions include:

• Red carpet functions
• Award ceremonies
• Music festivals
• Sporting tournaments
• TV & film set locations
• Manufacturing sites
• Corporate headquarters
• High-value goods in transit
• CCTV operators
• Search and detect functionality

Talk to us about your situation and let us see how we
can help you.



If you are looking for asset management and facilitation services,
you need to check out Eame Hill International. They took the time to
understand who we are as a company and gave us a few amazing asset
management plans to choose from. We wholeheartedly recommend
Kirsty and the team at Eame Hill to everyone we know.

RomanWroath
Director Galaxia Boats

Power boat sales and asset management



Darren and the teamat EameHill International provided the Risk
Management, Medical and Security teams for Soul Circus events across the
UK and Europe. Their proactive instead of reactive approach throughout the
preplanning, build up andmain event ensure the event operates safely, while
promoting the brand and protecting the integrity of the event and guests. The
team ensured the safety and security of one of the only UK events in 2020,
with a footfall of 46k. I continually entrust the EameHill RiskManagement
team withmy business, our reputation and protection for my family!

Ella Guilding
Managing Director at Soul Circus Ltd

Leading UKWellness Festival



We engaged with the Eame Hill Risk Management team to provide the
Security and Medical provisions for our UK STEM events.

The team were extremely experienced and professional, ensuring the
events run smoothly from preproduction to finish, supporting us offering a
family friendly approach which is extremely important for our STEM events.
We would gladly recommend Eame Hill International to others considering
running a large scale event & we look forward to working with you again in
the future on our STEM events.

Jo Davies
Materials Leader - Dowty Propellers



THE TEAM

KIRSTY HALFORDKIRSTY HALFORD DARREN TWIGGDARREN TWIGG RAD BOGUCKIRAD BOGUCKI
EAME HILL ASSET MANAGEMENT EAME HILL INTERNATIONAL EAME HILL RISK MANAGEMENT

Operations Manager Managing Director Security Manager

Our management team pride themselves on being examples of how security should be done.
They are leaders in their own areas of specialty, and pull together with each other and their

respective teams to provide our clients with high quality services globally.
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